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PROFILE:

K

Kler is owned and managed by Flamur
Hoxha although his wife works within
the operation and performs some
management duties. It is a maker of upscale men’s classic shirt brands, primarily
Italian, both in woven and knitted fabric.
The present facility, which houses the
company operations exclusively, will be
replaced within 6 months by a second 4
floor facility that is being built behind the
present factory.

In the present facility the company receives
cut work and all trims from clients; it cuts
only small quantities for custom orders.
In the new facility Kler will have a CAD/
CAM plotter and a trained technician to
operate it thus the company will be ready
to cut all orders by the end of 2010. It
has two Italian brands that already have
asked for this CMT service. FPS is also a
possibility in the future, management
says. Management is thinking about pant
production in the future.

DEVELOPMENT:

Kler is a large, established shirt
manufacturer that is replacing its
current well-laid out and complete
facility into a new facility nearby. This
is being built because of the owner’s
optimistic view of opportunities i n
the EU market and elsewhere. Within
the year the company will be located
in this new factory; it will transfer its
warehouse and cutting tables and
manual cutting machines, re-install
its up to date sewing machines and
special machines for shirt production,
install and begin to use a computerized
cutting machine,12 head computerized
embroidery machine, and CAD/CAM
plotter. At present it receives its orders
through fax, telephone, and e-mail.

OPERATIONS:
Consultant visited the current facility but
reviewed plans for new factory and saw
construction site. The current building is a
large building with no signage, is gated,
and has an area for company truck (1)
and company vans (3) to import and
export. The current factory has three
floors; the new factory will have four.

Packing, pressing and shipping are done
on the ground floor. The 1st floor has
administration and sewing, the 2nd floor
is used as a warehouse for shirt boxes
and other packing supplies and for old
machinery. The owner prides himself in
owning up to date stitching machines. All
current manufacturing including cutting
takes place on the 1st floor. The owner/
manager performs all management and
sales functions

BRANDS:

Brancaccio,
BC Collection,
Harmont & Blaine,
Xacus.

CLIENT BASE:
Italian up-scale shirt brands including
Brancaccio, BC Collection, Harmont &
Blaine.
Owner wants to develop sales by expanding
into Scandinavian market and is prepared to
work either directly with clients/brands or
through an agent.

FUTURE PLANS:
The owner is focused on his new factory
but is interested in expanding his market.
Company is interested in attending CIFF;
Management had booth at CIPO trade
show last year and has several new
clients from the show. Management is
working slowly to establish a relationship
with these clients.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
Kler produces 2200 – 2400 shirts per day
and can produce up to 3000. In 2009 the
company produced 560,000 shirts. It is
differentiated from other shirt makers by its
equipment and its product. It makes knitted
T-shirts and polo shirts as well as woven shirts.
Company prides itself on its quality of make,
excellent transportation, cash flow, and fast
turn-around time. It will add more quality
and depth to its operations with CAD/CAM,
automatic cutting and embroidery work.
Low cost Albanian labor is a given although
Kler current price quotes are higher than
other Albanian makers.
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